
Cataloging Standards Meeting

4 October 2019

Bangor Public Library

10:00 AM – 2:00 PM

Secretary: Libby Wade, UMA

Link to Zoom meeting: https://maine.zoom.us/j/374738117

1. Why is 050 tagged as MARC field in bib? Does not come up in call number search.

a. Why do 050’s appear with a y or a c? Defaults to y, if you change it to a c in the 

bib, it will remain a c and come up in the call no. search. y is more like a catch all 

field for marc. In the item record, they have to be c’s.

2. URL checker. Does anyone use it? In the past ORO ran it checking only ORO records, 

Cason would like to run it for URSUS. In the past ORO has run it for ORO only, but it’s 

faster if he runs it for everyone. URL checker, within cataloging, please wait, creates a 

list of bad URLS on the left and good URLs on the right, or blanks. You can go in and 

change them, then update. Cason will run it once a month for all URSUS libraries.

3. Cover image, TOC URLs in bib record. Should we keep them? Found many broken 

links. 856 links are broken. Cason will delete the “print” 856 codes on a weekly basis, so 

it’s ok if we bring them in.

4. Indexing new fields: 505, any others? Cason would like to index the enhanced 505 20, 

with $t, $r (left anchored search, Stephen King rather than King, Stephen), to search for 

titles and author. 264 is a searchable indexed field. We’ve been given provisional go 

aheads on new fields. Are there fields that reference staff would like to search that we 

don’t currently have? Alisha will put the index in a Google Sheet for purview.
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5. Sky River update - Asita has been using it in addition to. It’s easy to use, but have a 

strange error when exporting a record. Sent screenshots of workflow to find out why they 

are receiving errors. Worked well with a new video streaming collection. Sky River 

records can be overlaid by OCLC records. Create macro, creates record. Overlay is an 

option.

6. MSCC, Round 2 and GreenGlass clean up - They ran a collection analysis. This 

provides access to Green Glass which provides lists of problems with your collection. 

Problems like records without OCLC no., holdings not showing in OCLC. These types of 

corrections can be taken care of automated. It could be possible for MSCC lost items, 

the retaining institution could be transferred to one who still holds the item. The 

intellectual content gets retained when item is replaced.

7. New business

a.  Serial Solutions journal records should not have anything attached to them. 

Cataloging Standard is not to; however, the instructions are old. Cason will 

correct. Maine Infonet only receives records from Serial Solutions once per 

month. Sometimes the marc record comes in, but they are not complete, or 

perhaps they don’t have the record created yet.

b. Ex Libris possibility to turn on notes, location and public. Maine Infonet to get 

back to Asita on that.

c. subject headings by author, dates - death dates are only added after birth dates 

have been exhausted. Cason will do authority work to clean up birth/death dates.

8. Around the room

a. Ben is working on MSCC list by shelf checking.

b. Asita was at Special Collections Archives event. Her upstairs portion of the 

library has been abated, new carpet and furniture. Students are enjoying it.



c. Greg is working on topple maps and also talking about how to work on journal 

records in OCLC. New reference librarian from Augusta, Senta.

d. Bryce has been at MLA. Outside of that he is expanding their makerspace 

collection.UMF has a new president. Enrollment is down.

e. Cason was at MLA being stupefied. Cataloging Q&A session. Any original 

cataloging needed done, please contact Cason. He went to MA to learn load 

profiles and how to write and edit them.

f. Libby is cataloging donor books.

g. Weeding biography. Reorder newer books. Adult literacy center.

h. Jim at MSL has information that the funding is there for RFID. Promoting 

reciprocal borrowing.

i. Maine InfoNet was at MLA. Ebsco has updated their Novelist look.

j. PPL are changing their DVD call numbers, and graphic novel stickering.

k. Alisia upgrade to 5.0 will happen during winter break. The update this Spring was 

not well done.

l. Alex recently hosted a national conference; transcribing house and senate 

journals from 1820; reevaluating their process of downloading OCLC records for 

individual slip (?) laws.

m. Michelle is working on weeding the history collection in order to make room for a 

donation; MSCC list has been completed; digitizing a newspaper collection; 

scanner was donated from MSL.

9. Next meeting will be a Zoom meeting January 31, 2020, 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.




